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. Preamble 

.1. Introduction 

Th~ MA programme' in Linguistics is based on the Inquiry~Oriented Education,a necessary premise of . 
which is.that doing is a necessary condition for knowing. This premise implies that the ability to conduct 
an inquiry into various aspects of language study. is integral to any tmini ng in Linguistics. ' 

. The programme draws upon the following to ,enunciate the educational goals, learning outcomes and 
cqntent of the MA programme: 

J. 	'. Theteaching material of the Winter School themed Jnlroductionto Theory Construction using· 
Language Structure, The Winter Scl1001 was held in the Departmentof Unguistics, University . 
ofMumbai from 11th - 20th of November, 2019. . 
The resources available on the ThinQ website (thing.education), especially the Imroductionto 
Research and Inquiry and IntegratloninEducation (HE) courses. . . 

.Chapter 2 as well as the al1n~xuresof the NAACwhite paper draft titIedRe~il11agiriing 
Assessme!it and Accreditation in Higher Education in India. The draft :is available at the 
following link: 

http://nac''lc. gOY. inli !uages/ dOCS/ilOtificatl on/N otification 

Intensive workshops organizt;!d by the Department of Linguistics, University of Mumbai S4ch 
as GIAN programmes themed Topics in the Syntax offndo-Aryan Languages and Interface 
het,veen Semantics, Pragmatics and Syntax; workshops in areas suc~as Acoustic Phonetics, 

.' 	Phonology, Experimental Linguistics, Computational Linguistics, Syntax, Speech and Writing, 
~anguage and Nationalism etc. ' 

. 2. Aims and Objectives 

The pri·~ary aim of theMA programme in Linguistics is to facilitate thedeve.!oprnento(acadernic. 
temper ati10ngst the students of the programme. The purpose of the deveiopm~nt of an, academic temper· 
of the students is to enable them to strive towards creating a healthy relationship with fellow~humar\ 
beings, nature as well with their self. A healthy relationship would enable their individual progress, the 
comlnunitie~ they are part of as well as the nation. 	 . 

>.x 
...~

Oevelopment of academic temper involves: 

\. .r. Development of intellectual capabilities, especially higher-order cognitive abilities, orihe 
. 'students. These capabillties would include researchcapahllities needed to think ,and workJike 

a linguist. . . . . .. 
It 	 Development of social, ethical and emotional capacities ofthe participants which wouldenable . 

them to work towards fulfilling their responsibj·lities towards themselves and fellow human 

beings. I 

,(1) & (JI}provide a template for the learning outcomes ofthe MA progtammein~itl~uistics. 
. -"',' " 	 '{ - , 

I, 

http://nac''lc
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3. Learning Outcomes 

By thecrd of the two-year MA progrilJl1me, the learner is expected to have acquired the abilities, 
tlllderstanding, familiarities and orientations/attitudes mentioned in (A), (8), (C) and(D) be.low: 

I 

A) ABILITIES, 

1) The ability to engage with questions on.the rational justification (evidencei:md . 
. argumentation) for the central concepts and proppsitions invarious subdisciplines of . 
.' Linguistics. . 

2) ..The ability to: 
I 

.. a.. deduce the predictions of a theory 	 . 
b. 	 gather data to test the predictions in (2a), or to testdescdptive/non-theoretical 

hypotheses. . . 

The abilityto choose between: 
'. a. competing representations of Ungliistic expressions within a given framework 

b. 	 competing frameworks for the formulation of representations 
c. 	 competing architectures . ' . 
d. 	 competing laws (rules/constraints/principles ...) within agiven framework 
e. competing frameworks for the formulation oflaws. 

4) The <lbility to . . 
a.. make observations, develop observational Jrameworks and provide descriptions which 

would capture the richness of the data in tlie languages known to them. 
b. .The ability to come up with puzzles related to vaxious subdisciplines of linguistics . 

. c. The ability to provide an explanation with evidence and argumentation 'for tbepuzz.ling . 
phenomena, 

Theabilityto 
: a; 	 e licit data from self and other language informants 

b:transcribe and gloss tbe data as per the norms established by the linguistic community 

c. provide a description of the language being stll<:iied. 

Theabilityto use principles of linguistic analysis to come up withapplicatiol1s useful to the 

communityandtheindustry, especially infi)rmation technology. 


B) 	 UNDERSTANDING 

'. A deep understanding of the concepts of inquiry; and of knowledge in linguistics: 

1).theory, framework, model,evidence, argument, reasoning, observational report, observational 
. framework, observational generalisation. 

2) object of inquiry: language as 

• 	 a cognitive entity/ aform of knowledge 

• .."a socio-cultural entity 

• a system underlying the (spoken·or written) text 
1ypes of reasoning in thejustification (d~fense) of observational generalisations, theoretical 
proposais, and proof (derivation of predictions from a theory). . 

FAMlLIARJTY 
An ~warelless of and a broadfamiHarity with central Jdeas in v:ide!y circuh,tted 
tl1eories/rnodeIs and their alternatives. 
SystemsofRules and Representrttionsi;l widely f:irculatedtheofies/models and their •. 
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OR1ENTATIONIAfnTUDES 

I) A sense ofresponsibility and respect towards the linguistic diversity of the world,by developing 
anuttitude which is responsive to the ;leeds· of ,a multilingual society; e.speclaHythat of the' 

.··Iinguistic minorities of India. 
. 	 . 

·2) 	 A sense ()f duty to help in promoting and strengthening participatory detnocratlc, practices, 
dpecia'lly in. the domain of languages. 

I. 
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Semester I 

Phonological Patterns (Mandatory Course) . . . [4 creel its] 

This'c()Ul"seaims at equip students with the tools to identify and describe souocipatterns of human 
lariguages. Through active engagement with the phonological datasets, the students will arrive at useful 
noticins in phonological descriptions as well as at principles of phonology, The course also aims at 
familiarizing the students with the concept of 'phonological system' and its phonetic b~sis. 

CourSf outcomes: 

The students having sl,lccessfulIy completed this course, will have: 

(l) The ability to observe phonological patternsin languages 

(2). The ability to identifY phonological units such as syllables and their structure' 

(3) Anunderst:'lnd phon~tic classification of sounds and its relevance in forming phonological 

pi:lttems in a.language 
.(4YThe abi1ityto explicitly and precisely describe the phonological patterns 
(5) 	An understanding ofllniversal principles ofphonologya.s well as variations in thephonologicaf 

systems of languages' 

Course content: . 

Module 1 

'. (1) Patterns and puzzles: Distributions of sounds, alternatIons., phonoiogical 
. processes and phenomena such as stress-assignment, segment inseltionor 
deletion etc. 
Units, categories and attributes: Discovering phonological units- speech 
sounds,syllables, . words, phrases and utterance; Phonetic basis Qf 
phonology- classification of sounds, relevant categories. :ofsounds, 
markedness 

"Rules and representations: Rules and representations of phonological . 
.' patterns and phenomena- generalizing statements 

Module 2 
(4) 

(5) . 

Phonological variation across languages and sound change 
Towards phonok)gical universals and typology 

, . 
Suggested readings: 

:Gussenhoven, Carlos and Haike Jacobs. (20 11). UndetstOYldingPhonology. Routledge. 

)enkins;.JohnT. (:2004), Principles afGenerative Phonology. John Benjamins publishingco111Pan~, 

Lass,R.oger. (1984). Phonology-. Cambridge University Press. 
. . 

Mohanan, K.P and laraMohanan. (2013). Exploring Patterns in Language. (unpublished manuscript). 
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Morphological Patterns (Mandatory Course) . [4 credits] 

.Thisc(m{se is designed with an aim to hone analytic skills .of studenBill the domain of morphology, 

The students will be trained in identifying and descrlbit1g patterns ofword-formation, with a special 
focus on Doun and verb morphology. An aim is tQfamiliarize the students with the basic notions ofword 
structure, morphological features of nouns and verbsand.word classes. . 

.• Thestudents having successfully completed this course, will have: 
. . . . . 

(l)Jhe ability to observe morphological patterns in languages, especially in word-forn~ation 
processes 

(2) The abilityto identify and justify categories of words in a language 
(3) Familiarity with salient morphological features of nouns and verbs 
(4) The ability tc) explicitly and precisely describe the morphological patterns 
(5) .The ability to apply analytical skills acquired in the domainof morphology to an Indian 

. . 

Patterns and puzzles: Patterns of word-fonTIatio~ (covariance of fo'rrns 
and meanings), compositionality. combinatorialconstraints .' . 
Units, categories and attributes:·· Word classes; morphological features 
such as Person,Number,Gender, Case, Tense, Aspect, Mood; Units of 
morphological analysis suc.h.as motph and morpheme, wQrd-affix-clitic, 

.~ules and representations: Rules and representations of morphological 
patterns- generatizingstatements 

PQStagging, lemmatization for Indian languages and chal1er:ges 

AronoftMarkm\cl Kirsten Fudeman, (2011). What i8 Morphnlogy? Wiley-Black\vell.· 

http:suc.h.as
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Sociolinguistics.of Society (MandatoryCourse) . [4creditsl 

This. c()U/'se aims to introduce the various social situations of multil ingualism and :Speakers' attitudes" 
and choio;;eof languages. . 

CO~l"se Outcomes; 

J. 	 Understand the notion of multilingualism and bilingualism.. 
t,xamine the functional differentiation ofianguages ina multilingual situation . 

. Critically evaluate the characteristic features of diglossia. 
Discuss the televance of the notions of abstand & a;;;bau languages. 

" 	 Investigate the reason for language choices by speakers andtbeir attitudes. 
6. 	 Examine to find out the problems ofm~lti!ingua! education, vernacular education 

I 
I 

RiUngu,alism: TypesofBilingualism and its Etfect on Society. Bilingual proficiency 
Multilingual Society: Language use in Multilingual Society. Digiossia;SocialSituatlons 
ofBiliriguaHsm & Diglossia, Ausbaulanguages, and Abstand languages. 
Various situations of Language use iJl a )Multilingnal Soeiety:Language attitudes, 
stereotypes. Language ideOlogies, and kinds of choices. 

'Module2. 
" 	 . 

d) 	 Issues oflanguage maintenance and language shift. Problems of Linguistic Minorities 
and Immigrants. Social Structure and Mother Language Education. 

Readings: 

Bhatia '.Tej K. and William C.Ritchie(ed.) 2004. The Handbook ofBilingualism. Blackwell. 

·Daswani,:C,J.(ed.). 2001. Language Education in Multilingual India. New Delhi: UNESCO. 

Fasold, R.1984. So~iolinguistics ofSociety. Oxford: Basil BlackwelL 

Fergilson. CA., 1971. Language Structure and Language Use. Stanford: Statlford University Press .. 
. 	 .'. , 

Ferguson,C.A., 1996.SocioJinguisticPer~pectives: Papers on LangHagein Society. New York: Oxfol'd 

Uriiversit)' Press. 

•Fishman, l,k 1972. Readingsin theSociology ofLanguage. Stanford University Press, 1972.. 

Myers~Scottori, Carol .2006. Multiple Voices: An Introduction to Bilingualism. Blackwell. 


Pride,l.B. & Holmes, J, (eds.) 1972. Sociolinguistics, Harmondsworth: Penguin. 


Khubchandani, L~M. 1983. Plural Langi.mges, Plural Cultures. Honolulu: University of Hawaii PreSs. 


. KhubchaJ1dani, L.M.1988.Languagein a Plural Society. New Delhi. lndianinstitut~ of advance study. 
. 	 . . . 

Khtlbchandani, L.M.1997. Revisualizing Boundaries. SAGE publications Pvt Ltd 

.Wei;"Li,(ed) 2000.The Bilingualism Reader., L,jndonandNew York: Routledge. 
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Phonetics and Phonetic Transcription (Mandatory Course) {2credits] 

The skill of transcription ofspeech sounds is crucially required by a student ofLinguistics in all fields ' 

of linguistic analysis; Therefore, this course is aimed at imparting skills of identifying speech sounds 
and transcribing them accurately using the Interl?ationaI Phonetic Association's alphabet (IPA).fn order 

achieve this, the coui'se is designed to introduce the stlldents to the aspects of speech production and " 
sharpen their ear-training. 

Course Outcomes: 

Havins. completed this course success.Fully, the students will have: 

(1) An understafldingof the various aspects of speech production, 
(2) Theabilityto accurately transcribe the speech so~nds of any human language using the IPA • 

alphabet. 
(3) A criticalunderstanding of the relation between speech sounds, transcripti911 ani:lwriiiog. 

,Course content: 

Modulel. 
". . 

Physiology af speech production: Organs of speech production 
, Speech production processes: Airstream mechanisms, states,of giottisagd ' 
,phonation, articulation; places and manners of articulation; connected" 

speech . . 
Classification of speech sounds: Classification of consonants; 
Classification of vowels-, cardinal vowel system, vowel space imd vowel 

'limit; Distinctive features . . 
Transcription and ear-train.ing:The IPA alphabets. diacritics. Narrow and 
broad transcription. Difference between transcription and writing, 

Ashby, Patdcia. (2011). Ui1derstanding Phonetics, Hodd-':f Education. 
. . . . 

lnterna~ional Phonetic Association. (1999). Handbook ofInternational Phorlc;tic Association 


Cambridge University Press. ' 


Ladefoged, Peter.. (20 14). A course in Phonetics. 7th edn. Wadsworth Publishing. 

I' . 
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Meaniug, Cognition and the Body (Elective Course) [4 Credits] 

The course offers all a1ternativ~ architecture to the classical theory of meaning which emphasizes on 
the disembodies mind, The course examines the role of the interaction of the body with its environment 
in the cognitive process of meaning-making cognition . 

. ,Learning Outcomes for tbe course are: 

1)· Understand the role of the body in the emergence of meaning as cognitive and interactive 
process. 

The ability to choose between competing architectures for the emergence of meaning. 
The ability to choose between competing framew.orks for the fOI1TIulation ofrepresentations 
Theability to examine the relevance of dualisms such as mind-body & reason~emotion. 

1: Categorization and Cognition: prototypes and cogmtlve models, role ofinteractiomH 
. properties in categorization,. idealized cognitive models, types of cognitive· models:dassical, 
graded, radiai, metonymic, composite categories. 

20 Oinceptualization and Metaphors: structure of a conceptual metaph9f, direction of mapping 
~of a conceptuaimetaphor, polysemy and inferential generalization,rneaning,imageschemaS 
tinct embodied experience. . 

. 3. Body as a Reference Point: personal, temporal ~nd spatial deixis. 

4. . Gesture and Language: relation between gesture and speech, cbgnitive being as a gesture
speech unity, rote of hand movements in communication; Pointing and Communication: role of 
pointing in language use, pointing as a cue; pointing as a situated interactive activity; pointing 
as. a meeting point of language, culture and cognition; the thought-language-hand link. 

,. 

5. Connectingtbe Dots: the physical, biological, ecological, social and cultural dimens.i~msof 
the body; the role of body in meaning-making; implications for mind-body dualism, rca.son and 
. emotion ... 

i 
I 

Suggested Readings: 

Kita, S. (f,d.). (2003). Fointing' Where language, culture, and cognition meet. PsychologyPrcss: 

I 

I 

I 

I 
I 

JohnS01y,M. (2013). The bod}! in the 1'hind: The bodily basis o.fmeaning, imagination, and reason. 
Unlycrshy ofChicago press. . . 

Lak,off,G.,& Johnson, M. (1999). Philosophy in ' The C(lF:,Tlitive unconscious and the 
'mind:How the embodied mindcreates phil()sop!~y. Basic Books. 

.Mc1'~ally, D. (200 l). Bodie:s' afmeaning·: Studies em language, lobm; and liberation. SUNY Press. 

The surpri.~ing 0/ ri'/ovements incomm1lnication: 

. . 
The.torgetfngsysfem,Q!longuage. MIT Press. 

13 
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Introductionto Lexicography (Elective Conrse) !4credits} 

The main aim of this course is to introduce students to the practical knowledge of preparing dictionaries. 
students will learn how to use linguistic knowledge, while preparing thedktionary. 

CourSe Outcomes: 

Aft~~suc~essfullycomp!eting the course, the students will be able to 

4) 

Course content: 

Understand the concept ofthe entrywdrdand headword in the dictionary.: 

Discuss the difference' between the notion of the word and the entry wordior the 

dictionary. 


Identify the semanticaHy related \.vbrds and prepare a dictionary according to the 

purpose of the' dictionary. 


Apply linguistic knowledge to prepare various kinds of dictionaries. 


a) Unit of words: Unit of words, Nature of Combinations,SerCombination - Collective,. , 
,Derivative, Compounds, Multiword 'Iexieal unit, Proverbs, Idioms and Phrases, 
'CoIloci.ltions. Complex categories ofwords: phonological unit, morphologicalunit,IexicaJ 

unit, grammatical unit, and iexicographicalunit. . . ' ' . 
Arrangement of scmanticaUyrelated words: Synonymy. Polysemy,>flyponymy, 
Hypernymy, Meronymy, TroponymY,Gradation, and Others. 
Chlssification of dictionaries: general or .speciai word list, number of languages; word 
meaning or name, place explanation, the axis of time, arrangement of paper vs 
digital, 

ell 	 Dictionary-making phases: Selection, and Arrangement of Dictionaries. 
Preparing dictionary: Making a of own languag(f, comparing available 
dictionaries to find out the best version of a dictionary, and problems of preparil1ga 

dictionary: 

Readbfgs:.. 	 , 

'~()'Svefl~en, '2009. A Handbook, of Lexicography: The, Theory and Practice of DictionarY' Making. 
c.an;tbHdge,Carnbridge University Press. ',: , 

FeJlbaum~ C.1998. WordNet: An Electronic Lexical Database. MIT Press. 

FontenHe T. (ed.).2008. Practical Lcxicography:A Reader. OxfordUniversity Press. 

Hartmann, R,R.K. 1983. Lexicography Principle and Practice. New York: Academic Press. 


, Singh. R:A. 1982. An Introduction to Lexicography. Mysore: CEL. 

Zgusta, L. 1972. Manual of Lexicography. The Mouton 
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· Introduction to Semiotics (Elective Course) 	 [4 credits] 

This cOllrse aims toacquaint the studentwith the concepts of the sign system to understand the creation 
and interpretation ofsigns andsymbols. 

• < COl,lrse Outcomes! 

At the end of the course, the students will be able to 

L 	 Understand the notion of a sign and its functiort< 

2. 	 Analyse the various relationships in a text such as syntagmatic and paradigmatical relations: 
3. 	 fnvestigate the various kinds of codes such as social code, and logical code. 
4. 	 Interpret and create the meaning ofsigns and sYQ1bols, 

5; . Critically evaluate the relationship between text m;d discourse, 


Module!. 

a) 	 Units of text: the f(;nn, function, and meaning: Signs& Things: Naming things, 
Referentiality, Modality, Emptysignifiers, 
Relationwithhi. the text: Conceptual relations, Spatial relations, Stquential relations, 
Structural reduction, The paradigmatic dimension, Oppositions, Alignment, Markedness, . 
The semjotic square, Signs & Myths. . 

Codes: Types ofCodes: Perceptual Codes, Social Codes, Textual Codes, Codes ofRealism:· 
System and codes, Code as structure, Expressionand content, Denotation & connotation, 
Message & Text, Content & Refere·nt, Cultural meaning, The lnterpretant, The semantiC 
system, Semantic markers, and the Sememe. 

Text andDiscourse 'Constitution: Concept of 'Text', The positioning of tile subject, 
Modes of Address,Reading Positions, Intertextuality, problematizing authbrship~ Reading 
as rewriting, Intratextuality, Types and degrees oflntertextuality. : 

Module 2. 

c) 

. Readings: . 

Chandler, Daniel. 2002, Semiotics: The Basics. London: Routledge. 


Co)Jley,Paul (ed.), 2001, The Routledge Companion to S~miotics and Linguistics. London and New 

Y9rk: Routkdge, 

Danesi, Marcel. 2007. The Quest for Meaning: A Guide t()Semiotic Theory and Practice. TOI"onto: 
University ofToronto Press. 

Kapoor, K.1991."The Linguistic Sign: Bhartrhari's Sphota Vcida". In H.S. Gill (ed,), Structures of 
Signification,VC1L n, pp. 291-98. "New Delhi: Wiley Eastern Ltd, . 

Kelkar,'A.R. 1980, Prolegomena to an Understanding of Semiosis and Culture. Mysore: Ceritral 
llistituteqfTndian Languages 
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Introduction.to Research in Linguistics (Mandatory Course) [4 credits}, 

,The course is aimed at preparil1g the students of linguistics fur, independent research. It involves 
developing a better understanding of the meaning, components and process ofresearcb,especially in 
the fiekl of linguistics. . . '. ,'.. 

Course outcomes: 

After successfully completing this course, the students ,,,ill have: 

(1) .An explicit tIDderstanding of what it means to do research; 
(2) The ability to frame a research question, especially in Linguistics. , 
(3) 	The ability to make and describe observations, establish relations in observations and draw 

.' inlerences frOm data in various subfields of Linguistics. " ' 
(4) An understanding of the methods of collecting data/evidence to verify the inferences..' 
(5) The ability to revise and explicitly state the inferences. 

Course content: 

(l )flrocess andcomponents ofresearch: What is research, what is a research question, process of 
research 

(2)' Observing and descrIlling, abstraction and generalization, explanation, prediction 
(3) Justityingthe claims, testing of predictions, gathering evidence/data to test predictions: 


" (4) Data collecting methods: cprpus, interviews, questionnaires and experiments 

(5) Mathematical and scientific reas9ning. 
(6) .Exploring and selecting alternatives. 	 : 
(7) Collaboration in research: debates,collective knbwledge. Ethics of'research and collaboration 

Suggested readings: 
, .. 
'. . 	 , 

Deniin, N. K" & Lincoln,Y. (Eds;). (201l). The Sage handbonk ofqualitative research. Sage. 


Ender, ;\"" Leemann, A., & W1ilch.li, R (Eds.). (20 12).lv[ethod~ in conteinporr;ay linguistics (Vol. 247), 


WaIter de Gruyter. 


Haegeman, L. (2009). Thinking syntacticallv.: {;guide to argumentation and anatvsis. Jdm Wiley & 


. Sons, 

Harrington, K"Litosse]HL L., Sauntson, H., & Sunderland, L (2008). Geizder and language research. 

!nethad()lo,~ies. Palgrave Macmillap. " , 

Labov, W. (1972). Some principles oflinguistk methodology. Language in socie(v, ]0),97-1 

tjtosseiiti, L. (2017). Research tnethods in linguistics. Bloomsbury Publishing. 

i:1arczyk,G., DeMatteo,D., & Festinger, D. (2005). Essentiais afresearch desigJtcrndmelllOdology. 

JohnWiley & Sons Inc, 

Perry,T.A.(l980). Evidence and arglpneniation. in linguistics. Walter. de Gruyter. , 

" Podes~a; R. 1. & Sharma, D. (Eds.). (2014). Research m.etj1Ods in linguistics~cup 
Schtltze,. T. (2016). The empirical base of !higuistics: Grammaticality .Judgments and lin,gu{stic 

, 	 ' 

',methodology (p. 244). Language Science Press. . 

Wasow, T" & Arnold,. J. (2005)Jntuitions in Iinguistic~rgun1~~ntation. Lingua; 11Sf! n, 148 j -1496. 

Online Resources: 

. ~lohanan, K.P. and Tara Mohanan.lntroduction to Resedrch. Accessib'le at: 

ht1l!'ijL~:ww,JhjJKI,~Q11~QtiQnjjtE 
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Semester II 


. . 

TrallsdisciplinaryConceptsin Linguistics -' I (Mandatory Course) [4 Credits] 

This course introduces a set of concepts which, besides linguistics, are Ilsed in variousdisCiplincs such 
asrnathematics, biology, physics,socioiogy, eC911omics, philosophy etc. The course would help the 
student think like a linguist and work in a transdisciplinary environment. . 

Learning outcomes for the course are: 

1) 	 The ability to engage with questions on the ratiohaljustification (evidel1c~ and argumentation) 
for the central concepts discussedin the course. 
Develop an awareness of and a broad familiarity with central ideas in widely circulated 
theories/models and their alternatives, 

3) The ability to unpack the theoretical substance ofa framework/theory/model inLingulstics; 
4) . The ribilityto compare different theoi'ics/models and describe similarities and differences 

between. 
5) Theability tocoUaborate with researchers belonging to differentdiscipljnes. 

Course Contents:·. 

. . The following concepts will be discussed during the courSe: 

Behaviour, interaction, patterns, regularities: contrast, distribution and alternation, unit,sei, 
property; procesS, relation & function, equivalence, recursion, invariance, variability, level, 
abstraction, manifestation, categ~ry, concept, generalization, Compositionality, construction, 
transformation; law (rules/constraints/principles); Structure, function, system 

Suggested Resources: 

Heine, 8,,& H. Narrog.{Eds.). (20 IS). The Oxford handbook oflinguistic analysiS. Oxford University 

Pre.ss. 

Lasnik, & J. Uriagereka. (2022). Structure Concepts Consequences, Interactions. Cambridge: The 

. MIT Press. 

P,~ok Sei'ies: Routledge CriticalConcepts intfnguistics 

Online. Resources: 
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Patterns in Syntax (Mandatory Course) 	 [4 credits] 

(2) 
(3) 

This course aims at training students to Identify patterns of sentence structure of human languages, be 
familiar with various syntactic phenomena and be able to represent them systematically. The course is 
also designed to help students to come up with evidenceto establish relevance ofgrarnmatical categories 
such. as subject and object. . . . , . 

',. Course outcomes: 
. , . .' .' . 
students having successfully compl.eted this course; will have: 

·(1) .	The ability to observe patterns in sentence structures of human languages .. 
The ability to identify, distinguish and describe syntactic phenomena. 
Tbe ability to justify the relevance of grammatical categories. 

(4) The abi to systematically represent the sentence structure. 
(5) The skill ofargumentation in syntax. 

An understanding and ability to identi(y similarities and differences in syntactic patterns of 
languages and arriveat upiversal principles of syntax and variations across languages. 

Course content:. , 

Module1 

Patterns and puzzles: Part-:whole relations in clause structure; linear word~ 

order patterns, unmarked word-order and scram bling; structureofphra~es


heads and dependents, grammatical categories 

Representations: Sentence· structure representation . 

Grammatical relations: Thematic relations, GrammaticaLrelatiolls such as 


· subject and object, topic and patterns of relations between thematic 
· and grammatical relations. . 
Syntactic phenomena: Raising, Control, Binding, question-formation 

·Similarities and differences in syntactic structure among· languages, 
universal principles of syntax and limits of variation . 

Sugge~ted readillgs: 


~ak~r,Mark(2002). The Atoms ofthe Language. Basic Books. 


Carnie, Andrew. (2011). Modern Syntax: A COllrsebooK. C:a~lbridge University Press. 

lVlohanan, Tara. (1994). The Argument Structure in CSLIpnblication. 

Maggi. (2011): Understanding c~Vlita\". Hodder Education. 
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. Patterns in Grammati~al Semantics (Mandatory Course) [4CreditsL 

The ,course introduces the distinction between conceptual structure and grammatical structitre. The ... 

cotlrse,dis?:usses the nature of semantic structure of Case, Events, Aspect and Modality and their 
represelltations to highlight the relevance of grammatical semantics to the study of meaning..' 

tbe learning outcomes of the count: are: 

1~ A deep understanding oflanguage as a cognitive entity. 
2) fhe ability to engage with questions on the rationqljustification (evidence and 

argumentation) for the centra] concepts and propositions in grammatical semantics . 
. The ability to choose between competing representations on inguistic expressions within a' 
given framework" '. . . . 

. Thea bilityto develop observational frameworks and provide descriptions which would 
capture the richness of semantics bfthe languages known to them. . 
The ability to come up with puzzles reiated to grammatiCal semantics and provide an 
explanation with evidence and argumentation forthe puzzling phenomena, 

'. .- . 

SemantiC Structure: Notion of grammatically expressible meaning; the distinction between 

semantic structure and conceptual stru~ture; cqvert and overt expressions of grammatical 

l:neaning; developing a system of representation for semantic structure.. . .. 

Semantics of Case: functions of case-forms- expressing grammatical. relations and semantic 

relations and their association; patterns of polysemy of case forms; 'core'm~anitigs of 

polysemous case forms. 

Seillanticsof Events: relation between events and verbs; Classifying Events: Acts. States, 

Causes and Motion; Typology of Events: events and time intervaL 

Semantics of Aspect: thedistinction between tense anclaspect, relation of aspect with time; 

types of aspectual distinctions, typology of aspec't;the semantic structure aspect 


. Sem:j.utics of Modality: the riotionof modality; relation of modality with time, types of 

sentential modality; variation in expression of modality across languages; examining the 

g~'ammaticaheIevance of the distinction epistel11ic and deontic modality; c?gnitive models 

uncierlying modality . 


. Suggested Readings: 

Chung, S.,& Timber.hlke, A.(1985).Tense, aspect, and mood. 1n Shopen T. (ed). Language {)lpology . 
and syntactic description: Grarmnqtical categories and the lexicon, VoL 3. Pp 202-258,Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press. . . 

Aspect and causal struCture. Ox~ord:Oxford UniversityPtess. 

W. (:;o 13), Linguistic semantics. Routledge. 

Malchukov, A.,& Spencer, A. (2008). The handbook ofClise. Oxford: Oxford University Press. 

Mohanan, T., & Wee, L.( 1999). Grammatical semantics: Evidence for structure in meaning. Cambridge 

'Rothsteirl, S. (20(4). Structuringeverys:A study'tn the semantics aflexical aspect. Oxford: Blackwell . 

Publishing Ltd. 
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Linguistic Annotation Software (MandatoryCoul'se) . [2 creditsj 

The aims ofthis courseincludeimparti~g skiUs ofhandling software for linguistic analysis, annotlltion 

and dataarci1iving. These skills are crucial Jor the students of Linguistics for research in digitizing and . 
documeli.tinglanguages, especially lesser-studied languages. Moreover, proficiency in such soft,~are 
irnproves cillployability ofthe students, . 

Course outcomes: 

/\ftersuccessfuHy completing this course:the students will have: .. 

(IY An understanding of the need to archive linguistic data in digital and searchable manner with 
proper maintenance of metadata. 

(2): An ability tosystematlcally record and store linguistic data in digital forma~ 
(3) Proficiency ill linguistic annotation using software for language analysis" 

Course content: 

Introduction: Need for. linguistic documentation and digital archiving; . 

importance and structure of metadata, . 

Basics' of ;lcousties: Properti es of a sound~wave, resonmice, sourpe-fi l ter 

structure of the vocal. tract, formants 


(3) Acoustic annotation: Digital recording ef linguistic data, how to read and 
generate spectrograms of speecb~sounds, transcription and annotation of 
spectrograms 

(4) 	 Ungnistic annotation: Morphological, syntactic, semantic annotation 
using softwat:e such as ELAN,FieldWork etc 

Suggested readings:.. . 

DIi~h, Niladri Sekhar. (2021), Language Corpora Annotation and Pro¢essJng. Springer. 

l:.-adefoged, P~ter.(j (95). Elements ofAcoustic Phonetics. 2nd edf). University ofChjcagoPr~ss. 

Online resources: 

. https:/ j<irchi\~Jlilli:nl/tlaLelal1 

htfi:2!i;u.nraat.en,softonic.col].!i 

Jittps ;//software.sil.or.woftvvarc:products! 
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Theory Construction in Phonology. (Elective Course) (4creciits] 

. This course is aimed ?-t assisting students think independently and attempt to contribute to theory. 
construction with the help ofphono)ogica! patterns in languages, The course isdeslgned to help students 
construct gCl'leralizations and look for explanation of observed phonologiCal phenomena, It also 

, developing skills of argumentation, looking for evidence to support a theoretical claim as weB as 
"identifying counterexamples. . 

'Course outcomes: 

After successful completion of the course, the students are expected to have: 

(1) Theability to construct generalizing statements or rules to expllcitiy and precisely describe a 
phenomenon, , . 

(2) The ability to construct explicit definitions and enlist assumptions ofphonolbgicaltheories: 
(3) 	TheabiIity to. clearly draw out consequences and predictions of the rules! explanations offered, " 
(4) The ability to verifY the predictions with proofs, supPorting data and counterexan1ples. 
(5) The familiarity with the existing framc\vorks 	of representations, description and explanations 

of phonological phenomena. 
(6) The ability to evaluate and chocise from among cOlllper.ing explanations or generalization. 

"'CQursecontent: 

Module 1 

(1) . 	This course wjlj begin with a class discussion on "Whatis thereto explain 
. in 	 a phonological theory'?". This discussion draws . upon some of the' 
puzzling phenomena observed in the UNG-50 1 course and identifies 
phonological universals and typological patterns. 

(2) 	 h will befoUowed by attempts by the st~dentsto construct a theory,,: Le. a 
set ofexpHcit and precise statements/ representations to explain or derive 
the observed phenomena. 11 'wiflaJso jnvolve making concepts,assumptions 
and predications explicit and testing the predictions. 

(3) 	 Evaluation of the competing theories! explanations 

Suggested re~dings; 

De Lac,y, Paul. (2007), The Cambridge Handbook ofPhonology. Cambridge University Press, 

',' Durand, Jacques. (l990).Generative and Non-LinearPhonology. Routledge. . 

. Goldsmith, John, Jason Riggle and Alan C. L. Yll. (2011). The /fandbOokofPhonologicaITheorv.2"d. 

edn, Wi1ey~Blacl'welL 

Hannahs,S.'!' and AnnaBosch. (2018). The Routledge Hi:mdbook ofPhonological Them)" Routledge. 
I 

I 
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Theory Construction in Morphology (Elective Course) ["tcredits] 

This course is aimed at assisting students think independently and attempt to contribute to theory 
constriJction with the help of morphological patterns in languages. The .course is designed to heJp 
students· construct generalizations and look for explimaticin .of observed phonological phenomena. It 
also developing skills of argumentation, looking for evidence to support a theoretical clairn as well as 
identifying counterexamples. Further,it involves a Cl'itica! understandingal1d examinational' concepts 
such;,ts productivity in word-formation, paradigms, morphological system etc. 

Course outcomes: 

After successful completion of the .course, the students are expected to have: 

(I) .The ability to construct generaUzingstatements Of rules to explicitly and precisely describe a 
. morphological phenomenon, . ' 

(2) 	The ability to make explicifdefinitions and assumptions of a morphological theory ... 
(3) The ability to clearly draw out consequences and predictions of the rules/explanations offered. 
(~) The ability to verify the predictIons with proofs, supporting data and counterexarnples .. 
(5) 	Famitiarity with existing framei.vorks of analysis, representation andexplanatiofl of· 

m9rphologica! phenomena. :' . . . . 

(6) 	The ability to evaluate and choose from among competing explanations orgeneraiization. 

. Module 1 

This course will begin with a class discussion on a review of morphological'.(1) . 
patterns and salient concepts used in. morphological descdr)tions. This 
.discussion draws upon the learnihgs oftbe UNG-502courseo· 

(2) 	 It will be foHowed by attempts by the student5toconstruct a theory'" i.e. a 
set of explicit and precise statements! representations to explain or derive 

.. the obs.erved phenomena. It will also involve making concepts, assumptions 

and I~redications explicit and testing the predictions. 

(3) 	 Evaluation of the competing theories/explanations; assessment of 
relevance of the concepts used in morphological descriptions such as 
morphemeS-morphs-aUomorphs, lexeme and paradigm, inflection· and 
derivation, compositionaIity, complexity, productivity etc 

! . 

I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

Audring~Jenny and Francesca Masini. (eds). (2018). The Oxford HandbookofMorpho!ogicalTheory. 

OxfordUniveTsity Press. 

.}jaerman, Matthew, Dustan Brown and Greville Corbett. (eds). (20 IS) Understanding and Measuring 

Morphological Complexity. Oxford University Press. 

Spencer, Andrew and Ana Luis. (2012), Clitics. an introduction. Canlbridge University Pres~. 

Taylor, John R. (cd) (2014). The Oxford Handbook ofthe WQrd Oxiord UniversityPress o 
• 
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Sociolinguistics of Language (Elective Course) [4 credits] 

The aim of this courSe is to introduce the interrelation among language, society, and practices in society. 
1t also advances the knO\vledge of society concerning language in communication and its 

Course Outcomes: 

After s~lccessfully completing the course, the students will be able to 

1. 	 Understand the notions of dialect. , and 

Examine the concept' of social. regionaL and functional variation. 
3, D~scuss the use of ianguage in social dornains. 
4. 	 Critically evaluate the notion of the communityand community behi).viour. 
5. 	 Analyse the language change according to social behaviour. 

Course content: 

Module 10 

a) Units of use oflanguage !Types of variation: Dialect, Register, Style. Linguistic 
in lndia. 

b) Dimensions of variation: Social Variation: Age, CJass, Cast<;, Regional Variation: 
Focal A tea .. Relic Transitional Area, Dialect continuum. Functional Variation. 

c) Domains of Language \'ariation: Speech communities, Communities of practice, and 
Social networks: 

Module 2, 

d) 	 Applications of the Language in Society: Speaking. Reading a\ld Writing. 
Education 

Readings: 

Chambers, .IX., P. TrudgilL and N. Schilling-Estes, The Handbook of Language 
and Change. Oxford: Blackwell Publishers Ltd .. 

MarceL 2008. Language, Society, and Culture. Introducing Anthropological Linguistics. 
Toronto: Canadian Scholars' Press. 

Faso!d, R .1990. SocioLinguistics of Limguage: Introduction to Sociolinguistics. Blackwell: Oxford. 

J. (ed.l 1982. Language and Social Identity, Cambridge: CambridgelJniversity Press. 

R.A. 1979 Sociolinguistics. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 

H'yITles~ D. (Edt.).1964. Language in Culture and Society; New York: Harper and Row; 

. , 	 .. 

(ed.) 1995. Language and· Gender: Interdisciplinary Perspectives.Lond~n : Longman.· 
. . .'.: . - , 

1988.' Ungui~tics:TheC~u:nbridge· Survey. ,Vol. IV. Cambridge 



Computational Linguistics (Elective Course) 	 [4 credits] 

The aim of this coul>se is to introduce.the basics of computational linguistics. It also ainis to.get basic 
knowledge of Python programming language and the Natural Language Toolkit. . . 

Course putcomes:. . . . 

Aftersnccessfully completing the course, the students will be able to . 

L. 	 Understand the use of human language in computational approaches. 
2. 	 Examine the behavior of human languages in machine 
3. 	 Discuss the ruksof languages in linguistic and computational linguistics, 

Analyse the rules of words and senten~es according to the requirements of Linguistic Tools. 
5. 	 Apply the linguistic knowledge to create the resources for Linguistic Tools. 

I) Language in computer applicatious: Area of Natural Language Processing; Larlgu~ge 
Technology, Computational Linguistics. Applications, TecbrJOlogy, Methods and R¢sources of 

,Computational Linguistics. Relation with Psychology, Mathematics Sociology arid Artificial 

rntelligence.. 
2,Fuudameutals of programming: Python Programming Lapguage, NLTK , )nterpr~*~ri 

Compiler. Database and database types. . 
3. Computational morphology: Regulartanguages, Regular expression. Fi11ite state automata, 

Deterministic ;;Ind Nondeterministic finite stat~ automata. Morphological parsillg: Lexicon, 

. Morphi)tactics, Orthographical rules. . .. . ' 
4. Finite st.ate transducers: Sequential and 'super sequential transducers, FST lexicon and rules, 
5.~pemng correction: Porter stemmer, word and sentence tokenization, minimum edit distance, 

Detection and correction ofspell ing errors .. 

: Readings: 

\]urafsky, Dand J. Martin.2009. Speech and LanguageProcessing. Pearson. 

Onliner.csources: 

.http~:,:!b.Y.\:'v'SY,lJltl~,Qrgij~ti:lj.1JJt.rrll 
https:l!www.python.org/ 
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On Job Training I Research Pro.jed (Mandatory Course) {4credits] 

Thestlldents are expected to complete 60 hours of On Job Trajninginwhkh they will be expected to 
apply their knowledge of Unguistics gained in (ither courses of the programme. This may include 
working under a researcher in Linguistics. 
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storinlin 

"(2)AII other courses of 4 credits each including the RM course (Introductionto'&seltrch .. '. 
_ . Methods f(irLingUists) 

· activity 
video..:submissions . 

· 
· study* 

Total· 

'. 
- .~ . 

_ 
'. ·-t.hestudentsto critically analyselinguistictexts or evaluate adequacy ofC:urrenttheoretJeaJ solutions.··· 
.·.··fQt ..~ 

'data.duting the ·examination. 

.• At~rmpaperof inaximu01 5000 words on a given topicwill besllbmitted by the studenJsciri or 
•bef~!eagiven date, . ' 

A case study will,be in the fOfm of a r.eport (maximum~prd_limitof 5000 words) to besubmifted 
'bythestudents on or before a given date. 

All submissions .• as 
"~eq~irement ofproper disciQsure ofused material in the form of reference citations. . . ....., -: 

., > (3)Asses~ll1~ntofOJl-Job-Trai~ing ~r Research Proje~t (4 creditS, 100matks) 
. '. ;5 pe~ the Ui1iversityRu!es 

4 credits . 

Assessment Method" 


. MA(Linguistics) (New) Semesterl &. Semester'II . 

··.{i)Mand~torycourses oi2 credits each 
-

Peri9dicaI tesJs an4tasks as set by:the course facilitator 1 credit· 
in the form of short quizzes, tasks of recording and 

istic data,transcri tiol1sor an.notations 

2 credits 

. . . 

Home assignments, class seminar'presentations, group 
and pr~setitations, problem:-s01ving tasks, 

An open book test, a term paper s~brnission ora caSe 

-'0· • 

:,:'Qu,estionpaper I Term paperl Case study pattern for e~aminati()11:<'" 
. . 

*Anopel1book· test wUlconsist of essay-type questions orproblem-solvin:g tasks whi.ehteqqiI:es ......• 

ling~istic'phenomenon etc. The students can access the books. research journals, .' 
. . . . 

or colfect· 

'. 

. . ..... . 

part; bf ·coritinlious or semester-end ex~inations will have. a'~imd~to~, ...... 

. . 

. '. , . . . . . 

."" . 

. , .'. 
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I 

Mapping of' Course Outcomes tOAssessment Method 

ForaHcourses of4 credits and 2 credits excluding theOn-the-JohTrainingl Fidd Project, the following. 
mapping of course outcomes to assessment method will be followed: . . 

. . 

The lntermll Assessment as well as the External (Semester-end) Assessment in the form ofOpen~book •. 
tests, Case-study reports or Terr:n-paper submissions yvill be designed to wholisticailyevaluate a 

. stltdent's achievement, measurable through course outCQmes. The questions would be set ina manner 
that aUcourse outc::omeswiU be covered with equal weightage. Therefore, both the formsofthe 
assessments- internai and external- must include assessment ofall Course Outcomes . 

. ALLCourse Outcomes will be given EQUAL, ~eightageineach form ofthe assessment 

Letter Grades and Grade Points 

I ... Semester GPAI . j %:of· . "AlP.ha-,Sign-' Letter Gradel
1 . Pl'ogramme CGPA 

m 

Marks· . Result I 
! Semester I Pr~~~m-,-m_e--t-----,-_. I . . _I 

i 9,00-1 0.00 ..-r.~01-I----·- ~O~~.-.~ill1.;~-l~f))m~~.89.9_000.~~
L-:-_8.00w <9.00 . _ 
! 7.00-<8.00 70.0~<80.0 ! A (Very Good 
f----'--'-6-'-".O:c.::O-_·-c:.7="".0.::...O'--:---+! 60.0~<70.0 ' B+ (Good) 
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5.50-<6.00 
5,00-<5.50 
4 . .00-<5,50 
Below 4.00 

. Ab{Absent) 

•.''' .....• I\.{~?\.,..~~...~~..•.. '...... ..,.. \ ...•~ .~~~ .... 

Sign of HOD 
Dr.R~nukaOzarkarI 

I· . Head 
'Departmemt of Linguistics, University of Mumbai 

-55~O:<60.0 B(Ab~~e Aver~-g-e)-~ 
50.0-<55JJ i CAverage)· 

'.40...0~<50.0 1

Below 40 I1
1

. -- . -I 

P (pass)=:=3'
FrA~b'.fs~-ae·lnil,)[..... ... ---:-.... 

'~ . 

Sign of Dean, 
Dr. A. K. Sirigh 
Dean, Interdisciplinary Studies 

http:5,00-<5.50
http:5.50-<6.00
http:7.00-<8.00


Team ,for Creation of Syllabus 

Name 
Dept of Linguistics, . 
University of Mumbai 

Dept ofLinguistics, 
University of Mumbai 

Dept of Linguistics; 
University of Mumbai 

Dr. Renuka Ozarkar 
Head 
Department of Linguistics 
University of Mumbai 

Dr. A~ K. Singh 
Dean, .. .. 
Interdisciplinary Studies 
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AppendlxB 

Justification for M.A. (Linguistics) 

.......~.......---....-...-..~.----.---.-..--------" 


7. 

VYhether 

.,adequate 

Opportunities 

~mployment 

of Employability I 

, available, after 

undertaking these courses: 

the UGC has 

recommended the COUrse: . 

an the courses have 

commenced from the academic year 

Necessity for starting the course: 

courses started by the 

University are.seff-financed, whether 

number' of. eligible 

permanent faculties are available?: 

To give details regarding the duration 

·of the Course and is it possible to 

compress the course? 


The intake capacity of each course 


and no. of admissions given in the 


current academic year: ' 


• '~~\.i '')~~,~dv~~~l~ ", 
Sign of HOD 
Dr. Renuka Ozarkar 
Head 
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"DepartmenfofUnguistics, University of Mumbai 

NEP2020 

YES 

M.A. (Unguistics) commenced in 
19S4 


Modified in accordance to NEP 2020 

in the a.y.'2023~24 ' 


Aided course 

Duration: 2 year-s-...:....---.-j 

Not possible to compress 

Intake capacity: 75 

Re~earch & teaching positions in 
premiere institutes such as liT~s. 

mT-s, Research positions in Govt ' I'" 
bodies such as ClIl-N.!ysore, Bhasha 
Samiti; companies in IT industry and \ 

industry such as Google, 
Microsoft, HP; Publication Houses; 
Translation Industry; Language , 1 

teaching institutes; Advertising and .. 
cop -writin 

. Sign ofDean, 
Dr. A. K.Singh . , 
Dean,lnterdisciplinary Studie.s 

' 

' 
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